
AvaMix 928RINSE Rinser for Blender Jars
#928RINSE

Features

• Simple push activation makes cleaning blender jars quick and easy

• Hooks up directly to faucet, suction cup feet prevent movement

• Even spray cleans hard-to-reach places

• Includes GHT (f) to 15/16" (m) or 55/64" (f) adapter kit

• Great for small sinks and underbar blender stations

Certi�cations

Technical Data

Width 6 Inches

Depth 6 Inches

Height 6 Inches

Hose Length 35 Inches

Features NSF Listed

Type Container Rinsers
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Plan View

Notes & Details
This AvaMix rinser is a perfect companion to any blender! Cleaning blender jars can be a time-consuming and dif�cult process,

especially in fast-paced bars, coffee shops, and smoothie stations, even more so if you have a small sink or space constraints.

This device makes cleaning blender jars quick and easy by blasting pressurized water upward into the blender jar for a quick

rinse that cleans debris from all of the jar's hard-to-reach places, like the area around the blade assembly. The simple and easy

to use push activation is engineered to prevent water from splashing up during use, and lets you quickly clean out jars and get

them ready to use again in no time. Use it on other items like glasses and malt cups too, for added versatility!

Best of all, it's easy to set up, thanks to the adapter kit which allows it to install onto virtually any common faucet nozzle

threads. It also attaches to the sink bottom with a pair of suction cup feet that prevent it from moving around during use.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to

www.p65warnings.ca.gov.
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